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Aleppo, Syria’s second-largest city and the region’s economic power horse is getting back
on its feet again, despite all the eﬀorts by the US and its NATO stooges and terrorists.
It’s moving forward slowly but steadily, with over 600 establishments resuming work at the
once-thriving Aleppo Industrial City at Sheikh Najjar, which Turkey’s madman Erdogan and
his anti-Islamic Muslim Brotherhood criminals looted to its skeleton and then destroyed like
all other areas infested by followers of these two cults.
The following report by SANA from the Aleppo Industrial City at Sheikh Najjar reveals the
latest updates there:
The English transcript of the above video
Investment in the Sheikh Najjar industrial city in Aleppo is growing steadily in light of
providing the necessary requirements for the industry in terms of infrastructure services and
the facilities granted for the reconstruction of facilities aﬀected by terrorism, and building
new blocks and supplying them with production lines.
Hazem Ajan – Director of Sheikh Najjar Industrial City: After the city completed most of its
service projects for production facilities and delivered basic services of electricity and water
to the production workshops in the industrial city we moved on with our plans to strategic
projects in the city like the Exhibition City that provides basic promotion of the city’s
products in particular and local products in general, because it was selected as an exhibition
city at the level of Aleppo province.
The project of labor housing has also started on an area of 258 hectares in coordination with
the Public Housing Establishment, we are currently coordinating with the Union of Artisans in
the ﬁrst handicraft area, which provides about 500 artisans plots.
600 industrial establishments currently operating took oﬀ in the Industrial City, 50% of them
are textile establishments, followed by engineering industries with about 150
establishments and the rest is distributed to the chemical and food industries.
Hussam Salahia – Owner of a textile facility: After the liberation of the industrial city we
returned and renewed our work and now produce bathrobes and dyeing yarns, our yarns
industry is national product.
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Anas Dabbagh – owner of a facility for engineering industries and heaters: We were working
before the war and despite the crisis and the damage done to us where the factory was
sabotaged, we re-repaired and worked and continue to work. We produce everything related
to heaters, we provide the needs for the local market and we export to Lebanon and other
countries.
Omar Oso – Owner of Food Industries Establishment: We manufacture tahini and halawa in
addition to jam. Production stages start with sesame, we add sugar to make halawah.
***
Syria is under unprecedented draconian sanctions by the USA and a host of countries under
its control, these sanctions are imposed to punish the Syrian people for not accepting the US
hegemony like its other slaves around the world and to impede the rebuilding of the country
after almost 9 years of the US-led War of Terror.
*
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